Treatment Card securely records and tracks chairside activities within your personalized template. Also build custom patient Treatment Plans and enter information using a customized graphic tooth chart. Treatment Card also integrates with other vital functions like financials, scheduling and check-out. Treatment Card allows for quick, direct communications to referrals using images and electronic request forms. All this and your sensitive practice information is protected by Dolphin’s industrial-strength SQL Server database.
**Dolphin Management 6 product features**

**Personalization**
- Multiple treatment card layouts: ortho, surgery, TMJ, Phase I, etc.
- Customized treatment card header
- Customized treatment card columns using several available field types
- Band/elastic prescriptions
- Quick select of commonly used phrases and text fields

**Detailed Documentation**
- Securely record patient visit and activity details
- Chairside staff/doctor time tracking
- Access to detailed diagnostic/treatment questionnaires
- Schedule single or multiple future visits
- Pano, cleaning and progress reminder system
- Detailed treatment plans
Integrated Tooth Chart
- Fully customizable; can include wires, elastics, bracket, torque, bracket height, power chains and more
- Convenient annotations and notations
- Integrate with Visit Entries; allowing direct access to the patient’s past Tooth Chart status history

Integrated Treatment Planning
- Predefine and monitor a patient’s course of treatment
- Individualized plans for each patient
- Build from predefined “global” plans, or start with new plans
- Sequencing, number of visits, procedures, months between visits and many useful fields
- Automatically integrates with correspondences

Communication
- Tooth Chart with easy extraction requests
- Customized medical/treatment alerts, reminders
- Quick email of treatment card entries
- Integrated SMS texting, including scheduled texts like elastic wear reminders
Integration
- Scheduling/check-out functions
- Patient Financials
- Relationship Tracker
- Patient GPS & Light Bar
- Patient Images
- Outbound email
- Dolphin Document Organizer

Imaging and Visuals
- Graphic timeline: estimate v. actual treatment progress, treatment plan visits
- Color-coded patient status
- Direct access to patient’s Dolphin images, radiographs, 3D images
- Touch-screen and Tablet PC compatibility

Treatment Card integration with Ortho Essentials Scorecard
For those customers participating in the Crest + Oral B Ortho Essentials Scorecard Program, we have added a new field to the treatment card, where you can access this system.

- Score patient hygiene for today’s visit
- Enter quick notes
- Annotate a tooth chart
- Access the Ortho Essentials hygiene letter templates
- Generate appropriate letters based on patient hygiene

You must participate in the Crest + Oral B Ortho Essentials Scorecard Program to gain access to this new field.